Extracting relevant knowledge for the detection of sarcasm and nastiness in the social web
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A B S T R A C T

Automatic detection of emotions like sarcasm or nastiness in online written conversation is a difficult task. It requires a system that can manage some kind of knowledge to interpret that emotional language is being used. In this work, we try to provide this knowledge to the system by considering alternative sets of features obtained according to different criteria. We test a range of different feature sets using two different classifiers. Our results show that the sarcasm detection task benefits from the inclusion of linguistic and semantic information sources, while nasty language is more easily detected using only a set of surface patterns or indicators.
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1. Introduction

Dialogic language on the web in interactive forms of media such as social networks and online forums is very different than the newspaper articles or task-oriented dialogs typically studied in work on natural language processing [33,23,10,36,37,43]. Online conversation is both more informal and more subjective: users tend to express their opinions with highly subjective and often emotional language. Moreover, in many cases context is needed in order to understand what people are saying.

Only recently have large corpora of this type of subjective dialog language become available, including labeled corpora of tweets, user reviews, online conversations and chats [40,12,39,32,22]. However because the number of studies using these corpora are limited, in many cases there are few baselines establishing how difficult it is to understand user utterances in these contexts. In particular, our work draws on the recently released the Internet Argument Corpus (IAC), a publicly available corpus of online forum conversations on a range of social and political topics [40]. The IAC includes a large set of conversations from 4forums.com, a website for political debate and discourse. This site is a fairly typical internet forum where people post a discussion topic, other people post responses, and a treelike conversation structure is created. The corpus comes with annotations of different types of social language categories including sarcastic vs. not sarcastic, nasty vs. not nasty, rational vs. emotional and respectful vs. insulting. Figs. 1 and 2 provide examples of posts and post pairs from the IAC.

We focus on two types of social dialogic language for which annotations are provided in the IAC distribution, namely SARCASM and NASTINESS. Our primary goal is simply to test how difficult it is to automatically classify sarcastic and nasty utterances using supervised learning techniques, independently of topic. Both sarcasm and nastiness are highly subjective utterance types, but previous work suggests that they are likely to differ in detection difficulty [24]. We hypothesize that nastiness is presented more overtly, using less figurative language, and requiring less world knowledge to recognize. See Figs. 1 and 2.

We present a set of supervised learning experiments on detection of sarcasm and nastiness in online dialog. We compare a range of feature sets developed using different criteria. One of our foci is to test whether it is possible to automatically obtain a set of features valuable for identifying different forms of social language in online conversations regardless of the topic, style, speaker, or affordances of the online forum. To do so, we integrate statistic, linguistic, semantic and emotional information into our features, as a richer alternative to purely statistical or syntactically motivated surface patterns. These feature sets are then used to establish a baseline for a rule-based classifier and for a Naive Bayes classifier. The unique contributions of this paper include:

- Methods for discovering an appropriate set of features for different types of social language.
Classification methods that explicitly consider the possibility of different forms of sarcasm such as hyperbole, understatement and irony [14,4].

Feature sets which explicitly considers the semantic meaning and the problem of long utterances that include both the target category of sentences, e.g., sarcastic, as well as sentences not in the target category (e.g., not sarcastic).

Comparison of ease of detection of two types of social language (sarcasm and nastiness) in an identical context.

2. Related work

Social networks, blogs, forums and many other websites allow people to share information. This social use of the web can provide valuable information to companies, which are therefore interested in opinion mining and sentiment analysis. Developing tools to select and analyze opinions is now a challenging goal for many companies. However, this information is informal and unstructured so that it is also a challenging topic for research in natural language processing. Truly understanding natural language requires computational models that can decoding the semantic meaning of utterances as well as the sentsics, requiring methods that go beyond words to deal with concepts [8]. Cambria et al. [7] present a review of the evolution of research on these topics. According to their work, sentiment analysis has typically been performed over on-topic documents [7]. The review includes a discussion of the most relevant text features for sentiment classification, such as term and n-gram frequencies and presence, certain adjectives as indicators, as well as phrases chosen by POS patterns and sentiment lexicons. Revised methods included keyword spotting, lexical affinity, and concept-based approaches using web ontologies, as well as Bayesian inference and support vector machines as statistical classifiers. Recent techniques also include concept-level analysis for both knowledge-based [9,3] and statistical approaches [13]. However, concept-based approaches to date have mainly dealt with polarity detection [9,13]. Only irony, sometimes theorized as an utterance that assumes the opposite of the actual situation, has been addressed as playing the role of a polarity reverser [3,32]. In this situation, detection of irony is assumed to require a representation of the dialog context.
Previous theoretical work on sarcasm defines it as mocking, contemptuous, or ironic language intended to convey scorn or insult [14,4]. However while it may employ ambivalence, it is not necessarily ironic. For example, if a person requires a lot of time to obtain the solution of a simple mathematical problem, one might ask “How many days does he need?” This is sarcastic but not ironic. However, “He is like Einstein” is a sarcastic sentence that uses irony. More importantly, almost any utterance can be sarcastic in the correct context, e.g., “you are early” will be interpreted as sarcastic as in a context where the addressee is clearly late. Some sarcastic forms also require sociocultural knowledge to detect, e.g., “The Nazis really brought good to the world”.

In spoken language, sarcasm is manifested partly in vocal inflections [19]; however, in written language there are no standard cues for signaling the speaker’s intention. Several form of punctuation have been proposed, like percolation point , but are not usually employed. Twitter users sometimes employ hashtags like ‘#sarcasm’ as an explicit marker of sarcasm, and [22] show that extra-linguistic elements such as hashtags can be seen as the social media equivalent of non-verbal expressions that people employ in live interaction. Unfortunately, all sarcastic tweets are not marked by a hashtag. Previous work suggests that hashtags: (1) are not used reliably; and (2) may be used only for the hardest forms of sarcasm that would not be recognized without the hashtag [15,32]. In written texts, scare quotes may be used to denote skepticism or disagreement with the quoted terminology, but this cue is not reliable either. Clearly, new methods are needed to detect the different forms in which sarcasm is expressed in social media.

Previous work on sarcasm detection has primarily focused on product reviews and tweets rather than online dialogs. Ref. [38] proposes a semi-supervised algorithm based on k-nearest neighbors to detect sarcasm in online product reviews using pattern and punctuation based features. Subsequently the same algorithm applied to millions of tweets collected from Twitter [15] produced significantly better results. They suggest that this is due to the contextless nature of Twitter, which forces tweeters to express sarcasm in a way that is easy to understand from individual sentences. In contrast, sarcastic utterances in Amazon reviews co-appear with other sentences (in the same review) and sarcastic meaning may emerge from the context. Other work on sarcasm detection in tweets explored the contribution of linguistic and pragmatic features of tweets to the automatic separation of positive and negative polarity messages from sarcastic messages [15]. This work found that the three pragmatic features (ToUser, smiley and frown) were among the ten most discriminating features in the classification task. Ref. [22] uses n-gram features to build a Winnow classifier to identify sarcastic tweets in Dutch, based on the hypothesis that hashtags can, and do, replace linguistic markers typically needed to mark sarcasm. They also conclude that people tend to be more sarcastic towards specific topics such as school, homework, and family life. Ref. [32] presents a method to detect a common form of sarcasm consisting of contrasting a positive sentiment with a negative situation in tweets. They use a bootstrapping method to recognize the contrasting sentiments in syntactic structures related to sarcasm.

Lukin and Walker (2013) is the only other work we are aware of that focuses on sarcasm detection in online dialog, using a bootstrapping method to automatically find sarcastic utterances in unannotated dialog [24]. Their work explores using a weakly supervised bootstrapping approach, rather than establishing accuracies for a range of supervised classifiers based on different feature sets as we do here. As above, this task is more difficult than sarcasm detection in Twitter due to the contextless nature of the tweets and their limited length. In contrast, in product reviews and online dialog, a sarcastic utterance may also include sentences that are not sarcastic at all, introducing noise to the sarcasm classification task. Moreover, other challenges of online dialog include the diversity of topics and the dialogic nature of the utterances. These factors lead to more colloquial vocabulary and language style, and the appearance of many different forms of sarcasm [14,4].

Some examples of these situations are provided in Fig. 1. For example, while P1 uses the word “Bravo” that could be identified as a sarcastic cue, P2 does not seem to contain any surface sarcastic indicators: recognizing it as sarcastic depends on semantic interpretation and sociocultural knowledge. We also see long sarcastic posts (P3) where some sentences are not sarcastic. Finally, example P5–2 shows a form of sarcasm that might be difficult to identify because there appear to be no explicit cues: rather recognizing P5–2 as sarcasm appears to rely on world knowledge to recognize that it makes a ridiculous analogy, equating a kidney to a human being.

Turning to our other category of social language, we also aim to automatically identify utterances from the IAC that are categorized as nasty. Fig. 2 provides examples of nasty posts and post pairs from IAC. Post P7–2 contains potentially identifiable nasty patterns or keywords such as “you’re an” along with the presence of a curse word [35]. P9–2 also contains keywords like “silly” and “clueless” but context may be necessary to recognize that these words are used as an insult with respect to the third party evolutionists mentioned in P9–1. More interestingly, identifying P10–2 as a nasty utterance requires understanding that when the poster of P10–2 is “laughing”, they are actually amused at the expense of the poster of P10–1.

Early work in this area in [35] focuses on identifying abusive messages, known as flames, in emails. This approach builds features from the syntax and semantics of each sentence and uses a decision tree for rule-based classification. These features were hypothesized to be useful and then automatically extracted. Ref. [31] examine flame detection in text messages based on statistical models and automatically create rule-based patterns based on word sequences and inserting wild-cards. They found that previous work was unable to determine agreement between human expert annotators on what a flame is. They define a tolerance margin for flames based on certain conditions or different contexts, thus creating a dictionary of words and phrases with different degrees of flame intensity. Ref. [44] use a semi-supervised technique for detecting insults in Tweets based on statistical topical modeling techniques for feature induction rather than keyword or pattern matching as in the two techniques previously described. By bootstrapping this process, they are able to classify many Tweets using only a small set of seed words. Ref. [34] use crowdsourcing to label comments from an online community form that contain profanities and insults. They then use Support Vector Machines to identify negative comments, which are often coupled with insults, and furthermore to whom the comment is directed: to another user in the forum or to a third party. Their best performing system for insult detection is a multistep classifier that utilizes both valence and relevance analyses.

Other work that is closely related is the detection of cyberbullying or trolling (one of the multiple forms of cyberbullying). Cyberbullying is generally defined as the repeated injurious use of harassing language to insult or attack another individual in an online community and it is widely recognized as a serious social problem, especially for adolescents. In [5] a troll detector is trained by first identifying the concepts most commonly used by trolls and then expanding the resulting knowledge base with semantically related concepts. This work uses Sentic Computing (a new opinion mining and sentiment analysis paradigm) to analyse the texts. Ref. [11] provides a new concept-level approach for bullying detection that outperforms state-of-the-art natural language processing and statistical approaches. Ref. [18] determined the terms most
commonly used in cyberbullying and developed queries that can be used to detect cyberbullying content using a combination of bag-of-words language models and a supervised machine learning approach based on Latent Semantic Indexing.

More generally, all types of semantic features of user generated content in social media can be useful. This includes trustworthiness of information and deception detection, as well as language that indicates social or political affiliation between conversants [1,25,41,16,2]. For example previous work focuses on using supervised techniques to identify web, email and opinion spam [28,27,20,21,17]. However, because deceptive opinion spam is not easily identified by humans, it is difficult to construct a gold-standard corpus. Several lines of previous work therefore crowd-source deceptive reviews using Amazon Mechanical Turk [28,20,21]. Other work [26] proposed a method to exploit observed reviewing behaviors to detect opinion spammers (fake reviewers) in an unsupervised Bayesian inference framework. Other approaches are based on graph models [42], or analysis of the generality or specificity of the reviews, as well as some aspects of the content [20,21].

3. Empirical approach

In order to identify sarcasm or nastiness in online written conversation, humans make use of different types of knowledge that is related to the type of language that is used. Thus, in this work, we would like to provide the system with an interannotator agreement framework. Other approaches are based on graph models [42], or analysis of the generality or specificity of the reviews, as well as some aspects of the content [20,21].

3.1. Feature extraction

In this section we present the way in which the required information is given to the system. Specifically, different sets of features were obtained according to the following criteria:

- Mechanical Turk Cues: We first consider a set of features made up of cues that were identified as indicators of sarcasm or nastiness in our previous work [24], e.g., “oh really”, “I get it”, and “no way” associated with sarcasm, and others associated with nastiness like “idiot”, “you’re an”, “your ignorance is”. These were identified in a Mechanical Turk procedure applied to an independent set of 617 posts for sarcasm and a different set of 510 posts for nastiness. The sarcastic set of cues consists of 1815 n-grams (1629 unigrams, 147 bigrams, 39 trigrams) and the nasty set of cues consists of 3256 n-grams (289 unigrams, 966 bigrams and 2001 trigrams). Lukin and Walker (2013) demonstrated that these cues for sarcasm and nastiness were reliable selected across a number of different annotators [24]. Table 1 provides detailed examples of some of the top unigram, bigram and trigram cues for both sarcasm and nastiness, along with the interannotator agreement scores for each cue and the frequency of the cue in the annotated dataset (see column MT for the cues and column IA for interannotator agreement scores). Note the very high agreement among the human annotators, even though the frequency of each cue is relatively low. Thus, although these cues might also appear in other types of sentences, they appear to be recurrent resources in written sarcastic/nasty utterances that appear in forum dialogs, regardless of the specific context and situation. Table 1 also indicates some of the features that would be selected from the same dataset if a feature selection procedure based on $\chi^2$ was used. Examination of the selected features shows that $\chi^2$ feature selection appears to overfit on this small dataset, and indeed Lukin and Walker show that the cues selected by $\chi^2$ do not perform as well in their bootstrapping approach as the MT cues selected by the human annotators. See [24] for more details about how the annotations were collected.

- Statistical Cues: Since manually identifying the cues associated with each emotion is costly, the set of Mechanical Turk Cues might not be general enough to correctly identify the required emotions in different corpora. Thus, a second set of features was automatically extracted from the training set. This set of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Turk (MT) and $\chi^2$ indicators for Sarcasm and Nastiness, shown with Interannotator Agreement (IA) and Frequency of Occurrence (N). From Lukin and Walker (2013), and used in the experiments below.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SARCASM CUES</th>
<th>NASTINESS CUES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>$\chi^2$</strong></td>
<td>MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unigram</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
<td>ah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oh</td>
<td>relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we</td>
<td>amazing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>same</td>
<td>haha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>them</td>
<td>thanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>oh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigram</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the same</td>
<td>oh really</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean like</td>
<td>oh yeah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trying to</td>
<td>so sure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that you</td>
<td>no way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oh yeah</td>
<td>get real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think</td>
<td>oh no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we should</td>
<td>you claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trigram</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you mean to</td>
<td>I get it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean to tell</td>
<td>I’m so sure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have to worry</td>
<td>then of course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sounds like a</td>
<td>are you saying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to deal with</td>
<td>well if you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know I</td>
<td>go for it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you mean to</td>
<td>oh, sorry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cues consists of the unigrams, bigrams and trigrams extracted from each utterance in the training set. Then a feature selection procedure is used to reduce the number of features removing those that are not relevant.

- **Linguistic information**: Even when considering Statistical Cues, we need a large training set to automatically extract a set of cues general enough to be used with different test data. However, large annotated sets of training data are not always available. Therefore we also consider what types of generalizations of features are possible through the use of linguistic categories. Specifically, in this feature set, we generalize using the part-of-speech (POS) labels associated with each word in an utterance. These labels correspond to the classical 8 lexical categories in English: Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, Adverb, Preposition, Conjunction and Interjection. The inclusion of this kind of linguistic information provides a more general way of defining patterns. For example, “Really? well” is a sarcastic feature appearing in the training set along with the sarcastic POS pattern “ADV ADV”. Then, if “Really? then”, which could also be a sarcastic marker, does not appear in the training set, its corresponding POS pattern “ADV ADV” could still be used to identify this phrase as a useful feature. Thus, in this work, a set POS n-grams was considered where $n = 1, 2, 3$.

- **Semantic information**: Although some patterns may be good cues to different emotions, there is additional information in online conversation that is more related to semantic categories than to specific words or POS types. Here, we explore whether LIWC classes can provide generalizations of patterns based on semantic information [30]. The LIWC dictionary includes 64 different lexical categories including sets of words related to anger, affect, feelings, social, number, and health but also more general categories such as pronoun, verb or future. In order to make more meaningful feature patterns, we associate each word in an utterance with its corresponding LIWC semantic category or categories. For example, the word “place” is associated with the LIWC category “home” while “adult” is associated with LIWC categories “social” and “humans”. Then, a vector is built with the number of times each category appears in the utterance.

- **Length information**: Given the specific corpus we are dealing with, in which there are very different length posts, we noticed that length information can be a very useful factor for the correctly interpretation of previous sets of features. Thus, in this work, a vector with the following information is also considered for each utterance: number of words, number of characters, number of sentences, average words per sentence, average character per sentence.

- **Concept and Polarity Information**: Considering that both, sarcasm and nastiness, are closely tied to specific emotional states, new feature sets including emotional information were also considered. Specifically, SenticNet-3.0 [6] was used. This tool aims to infer cognitive and affective information from natural language text. More specifically, it provides the semantics and sentic associated with more than 14,000 common sense concepts. In this work, we wrote the sentences of the posts in terms of those concepts and obtained the semantics and polarity associated with each one. If we consider the sentence “I love chocolate but ice cream is better” the corresponding concept sentence would be “love better”. The semantic information associated with this concept sentence would be: love: last, love: another_person, sexuality, beloved, show_empathy and better: tall_play_basketball, reliable, good_quality, all_right, best. Thus, the feature set is made up of vectors with the number of times each semantic item appears in the utterance. On the other hand, polarity information was also obtained for the concept sentence: love: 0.687, better: 0.132. A feature set considering this kind of information was also built. Concretely, a vector of two features, Positive Polarity (the sum of positive polarities in the utterance) and Negative Polarity (the sum of the negative polarities) was built for each utterance. In our example that vector would be $(0.799, 0)$. Note that instead of using only one score with the total polarity of the sentence, both positive and negative polarities are considered. This allows us to differentiate between sentences with neutral words and those that have a similar number of words with positive and negative polarity.

### 3.2. Sarcasm detection

In order to tackle the problem of classifying a post as sarcastic or not sarcastic, different combinations of the features above were defined.

First, the set of Mechanical Turk cues (MT.C), as illustrated in Table 1, and the set of Statistical cues (ST.C) were considered. The idea is to see whether a set of cues of a specific emotion can be automatically extracted from the corpus.

In a second stage, Semantic Information was considered. The use of this kind of information can help to detect some sarcastic forms that are related to the correct interpretation of the post's meaning. For example, in the following sarcastic utterance: “Is there any reason to respond to this guy at all? If we ignore him, may be he'll go again”, there are no specific terms that indicate sarcasm. Additionally, there are some uses of irony, like “Oh how I love being ignored”, where a positive sentiment is contrasted with a negative situation [32]. In this kind of sarcasm, we hypothesize that a balanced number of categories associated with positive and negative emotions will be a cue. Thus, we first considered a set of features with the information coming from LIWC semantic classes (Liwc). Then, we also used a set of semantic features extracted from SenticNet 3.0 tool, SEM, so that emotional semantic information can be compared to more general semantic information obtained from LIWC classes. The feature sets were built as explained in Section 3.1. Then, and in order to see whether these two sources are complementary, a new set, Liwc_SEM, with the combination of the two semantic information sources was built.

Then, in a third stage, the automatically obtained ST.C set was combined with other types of information. Our goal is to enrich the statistical set in order to detect additional forms of sarcasm that are directly related to linguistic and semantic information and that are not only expressed by using specific patterns like “oh really”:

First of all, Statistical cues and Linguistic information were gathered in a new set ST.Li. The inclusion of Linguistic information is useful to detect more general linguistic patterns found in the training data as described above.

Alternatively, ST_Liwc and ST_Liwc_SEM sets were built including Statistical cues + Semantic information extracted from LIWC classes and enriched with emotional semantic information.

On the other hand, the set of utterances we are attempting to classify has a great deal of variation, including long sarcastic posts where sarcasm is only used in part of the post, as well as short sarcastic posts, where the whole post is sarcastic. The posts that are not sarcastic also vary a great deal in length. Thus, it is possible for the features for an utterance to include a balanced number of positive and negative emotions if the post is long, but not sarcastic. In shorter posts, such as those in Twitter [32], the probability of being sarcastic in that situation is higher. In the same way, there could be a specific cue in a short post than can be a very good indicator of sarcasm, whereas it could not indicate sarcasm at all in a longer post where it is not relevant for the whole utterance. Thus, Length information was also considered in ST.Lg set that combines Statistical cues + Length information.

Then, we defined a feature set that combines Statistical cues with Mechanical Turk cues which we label ST_MT. In order to test whether the human provided annotations from Mechanical Turk
can significantly improve the results. That is, the idea is to see to what extent there are specific patterns in MT_C not included in ST_C that might be discriminant in the classification process.

In a fourth stage of our work, we included Polarity Information, extracted from SenticNet 3.0 tool, together with semantic and statistical information leading to Liwc_SEM_Pol and ST_Liwc_Pol sets. The inclusion of polarity in the feature set could help detect the emotional attitude of the poster. It could also capture the uses of irony where positive situations are contrasted with negative ones as explained above.

Finally, two new different sets were also considered: Comb that included Statistical cues, Linguistic information, Semantic information and Length information and All set including Comb + MT_C. These new sets could be helpful to see if different information sources can cooperate to provide better results.

3.3 Nastiness detection

Since some sarcastic forms can express nastiness in an utterance, there should be similarities between the previous task and this one; so the same sets of features suggested for sarcasm detection were also considered here. However, there are some expressions or cue words that indicate that an utterance is insulting or nasty without any ambiguity, i.e. as mentioned above we hypothesized that nastiness is often expressed very overtly. See Fig. 2. For example, when a post contains the “you idiot”igram it is unambiguously nasty, while it is possible for the “really? well” bigram to occur in a not sarcastic sentence, even though it appears more frequently in sarcastic posts. Thus, we expect that the features derived from patterns extracted from the training data (automatically or manually) should be more robust for nastiness.

Summing up, the different feature sets employed here were also MT_C, ST_C, Liwc, Liwc_SEM on the one hand and ST_Liwc, ST_Liwc_SEM, ST_Lg, ST_MT on the other hand. Finally, Liwc_SEM_Pol, ST_Liwc_Pol, Comb and All sets were also considered.

4. Classification methods

We evaluate the utility of the cues and features defined above for the task of detecting either sarcastic or nasty posts in online conversation through classification experiments. We utilize two different classifiers: a rule-based classifier as a baseline and a classical Naive Bayes classifier.

4.1 Baseline classifier

The rule-based classifier is designed to allow our results to be comparable to previous work aimed at developing a high-precision classifier for bootstrapping [24,33]. However in contrast to the bootstrapping approach, we use a much larger training set to learn cues and we apply different methods to learn more general cues as described in Section 3.1.

The classifier is based on computing two metrics for each feature: the number of times each feature appears in the training set \( \text{freq} \) and the percentage of cases that the feature occurs in a sarcastic utterance \( \% \text{sarc} \) for sarcasm detection, or the percentage of cases that the feature occurs in a nasty utterance \( \% \text{nast} \) for nastiness detection. Then two different thresholds were defined for these metrics as follows: \( \theta_1 \leq \text{freq} \) and \( \theta_2 \leq \% \text{sarc} \) or \( \theta_2 \leq \% \text{nast} \). A test post is then classified as sarcastic if it contains at least two features \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) such that \( \text{freq}(x_1) > \theta_1 \land \text{freq}(x_2) > \theta_1 \) and \( \% \text{sarc}(x_1) > \theta_2 \land \% \text{sarc}(x_2) > \theta_2 \). In the same way a test post is classified as nasty if it contains at least two features \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) such that \( \text{freq}(x_1) > \theta_1 \land \text{freq}(x_2) > \theta_1 \) and \( \% \text{nast}(x_1) > \theta_2 \land \% \text{nast}(x_2) > \theta_2 \). In this work, \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) parameters were chosen in a tuning step where the classifier was run over the training set.

4.2. Naive Bayes classifier

A Naive Bayes classifier implements Bayes’ theorem under the assumption of independence between pairs of features. Given a class \( \omega \) and a feature vector \( x = x_1, \ldots, x_d \) the Bayes’ formula states:

\[
P(\omega|x_1, \ldots, x_d) = \frac{p(x_1, \ldots, x_d|\omega)p(\omega)}{\sum_{\omega'}p(x_1, \ldots, x_d|\omega')p(\omega')}
\]

Using the naive independence assumption \( p(x_1, \ldots, x_d|\omega) = \prod_{j=1}^{d} p(x_j|\omega) \) the Naive Bayes classification rule is set as:

\[
\hat{\omega} = \arg \max_{\omega}\frac{p(x_1, \ldots, x_d|\omega)}{\sum_{\omega'}p(x_1, \ldots, x_d|\omega')} = \arg \max_{\omega}p(\omega)\prod_{j=1}^{d} p(x_j|\omega)
\]

Usually Naive Bayes classifiers assume classic forms for the distribution \( p(x_j|\omega) \) such as Gaussian, multinomial or Bernouilli. In this work, we assume our data to be multinomially distributed, Naive Bayes Multinomial (NBM). The distribution is parameterized by vectors \( \theta_\omega = (\theta_{\omega 1}, \ldots, \theta_{\omega d}) \) for each class \( \omega \) where \( d \) is the number of features and \( \theta_{\omega i} = p(x_i|\omega) \) is the probability of feature \( i \) appearing in a sample in class \( \omega \). Parameters \( \theta_\omega \) are estimated as:

\[
\hat{\theta}_\omega = \frac{N_{\omega i} + z}{N_{\omega} + dz}
\]

where \( N_{\omega i} = \sum_{x_i \in X_\omega} \) is the number of times feature \( i \) appears in a sample of class \( \omega \) in the training set \( \mathcal{H}, N_{\omega} = \sum_{i=1}^{d} N_{\omega i} \) is the total count of all features for class \( \omega \), and \( z \gg 0 \) implements a smoothed maximum likelihood estimation that prevents zero probabilities.

When the number of features is high, a previous selection procedure is required in order to extract the most significant features. Here, the feature selection procedure is based on the \( \chi^2 \) distribution. The \( \chi^2 \) test determines whether there is a significant association between two variables. In this way \( \chi^2 \) statistics is also used to select a set of significant features for classification. The set of the \( n \) features with the highest values for the \( \chi^2 \) statistic is selected from the data, which are assumed to be multinomially distributed among classes. This selection was carried out in a tuning step where the classifier was run over the training data set.

5. Experimental evaluation

The Cues and Features defined in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 for sarcasm and nastiness detection were evaluated in two main sets of classification experiments. The first one aims to evaluate the basic sets of cues, MT_C and ST_C, using a simple baseline classifier. The second one, presented in Section 5.3, evaluates all the features with a NBM classifier. Classifiers results are reported in terms of Precision (P), Recall (R), F-measure (F) and Accuracy (Ac).

5.1 Corpus and annotations

For our experiments we used the IAC [40], along with the annotations it provides for different types of social language categories including sarcastic vs. not sarcastic, nasty vs. not nasty, rational vs. emotional and respectful vs. insulting. We focus specially on sarcastic and nasty utterances labeled by Mechanical Turkers as described in [24]. From this corpus we selected the sarcasm and nastiness data sets used in our experiments:

- Sarcasm Data Set: a subset of IAC consisting of 6,461 instances balanced between sarcastic and not sarcastic posts.
- Nastiness Data Set: a subset of the IAC consisting of 2765 instances balanced between nasty and not nasty posts.
A cross-validation procedure was employed in all experiments. Both the Sarcasm and the Nastiness Data Sets were previously split into 10 disjoint subsets. At each iteration of the cross-validation procedure 9 subsets were used as training and the last subset is used as an independent test-set.

5.2. Experiments with the baseline classifier

The values of \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) that maximized the F-measure over the training set (consisting of 9 subsets of the cross-validation partition) were chosen as thresholds for the final classification of a completely independent test set. This procedure was carried out at each iteration of the cross-validation procedure for both sarcasm and nastiness detection.

In this first series of experiments, MT_C and ST_C cues were employed and compared. The results are given in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. These results show that the ST_C feature set provides better results than the MT_C features in terms of all the evaluation metrics, for both sarcasm and nastiness detection. However, the most important difference can be observed in Recall values. This could be explained by looking at the number of sarcastic features that are above the mentioned threshold (\( \theta_1, \theta_2 \)) in the training set for each case. When considering MT_C this value was 345 for sarcasm and 696 for nastiness, while it was much higher (10,824 and 3432) for ST_C case. As discussed above, and illustrated by Table 1, the MT_C features are better when the training set is small, but for larger data sets feature selection based on \( \chi^2 \) reveals more useful cues.

If we directly compare the performance of sarcasm and nastiness detection, we note that the nastiness detector works better with both MT_C and ST_C feature sets. This supports our initial hypothesis that nasty language is easier to identify than sarcastic language. Further support for this hypothesis is that the training set for sarcastic detection was much larger than the training set for nastiness (6461 vs. 2765), but better results were still obtained for nastiness.

This difference is more evident for ST_C set and it could be related to the specific sarcastic and nasty MT_C sets that were employed, as illustrated in Table 1. While there are many more sarcastic unigrams than sarcastic bigrams or trigrams, the set of nasty trigrams is much higher than the sets of unigrams and bigrams. Since it is more difficult to statistically select predefined bigrams and trigrams than unigrams in a corpus, the sarcastic MT_C set is more efficient than the nasty MT_C set.

5.3. Experiments with the Naive Bayes classifier

The second series of experiments aims to evaluate the ability of the features defined in Section 3 to detect sarcasm and nastiness through a NBM classifier. We first selected the most relevant features and for this purpose, different sets with increasing number of features were obtained according to the \( \chi^2 \) statistic. The number of features added to each step was the total number divided by 25. Then the training set was classified, and the F measure computed, using each of the 25 sets. The feature set that maximized F was selected, and the test set, which was not seen during feature selection and tuning, is evaluated using the selected features. This procedure was repeated in each iteration of the cross-validation procedure for both sarcasm and nastiness detection. For these experiments we employed the implementation provided in the Scikit-learn python package for \( \chi^2 \) statistics and NBM classifier [29].

5.3.1. Sarcasm detection

Table 4 shows the obtained P, R, F and Ac results for the different feature sets described in Section 3.2. The average number of features selected for each of the 10 cross-validation iterations is also given (1st column).

Table 4 shows that the NBM classifier provides better results than the Baseline classifier. The improvements in terms of F are higher than 20% for both the MT_C and ST_C feature sets. However, focusing on the comparison between MT_C and ST_C the same tendency is observed for both classifiers. That is, ST_C provides better results in terms of all the measures, but the most significant improvements are associated with R.

Note that if we directly compare the different types of Semantic Information used here (SEM vs. Liwc), that we get slightly better results with more general semantic classes (Liwc). However, the combination of the two types of features (Liwc_SEM) provided a significant improvement in terms of F. Thus, it seems that the emotional semantic information complements the general semantic information provided by Liwc, resulting in better performance. However, note that the ST_C features still perform better.

In the third stage of our work, different information were added to ST_C, namely linguistic and semantic information. Table 4 shows that the four new sets (ST_Li, ST_Liwc, ST_Liwc_SEM, SEM)
SEM, ST_Lg) provide significant improvements in terms of R when compared to ST_C set, i.e., although P values are lower F increases in all cases. Therefore it is clear that the addition of linguistic, semantic and length information improves our ability to identify different forms of sarcasm. The best results are obtained with ST_Liwc and ST_Lg, the feature sets including Semantic and Length Information respectively. Although Liwc_SEM provided better results than the Liwc feature set, the combined feature set ST_Liwc_SEM does not result in an F value as high as that obtained with the ST_Liwc feature set. This might be due to the fact that feature selection that has more influence on the results when the number of features is high. More precise ways of carrying out feature selection should be considered in future work, in order to obtain more balanced sets of statistical and other types of features. However, the results obtained with these semantic feature sets highlights the influence of semantic meaning on sarcasm detection in online dialog, when combined with the effect of the differences in post lengths. Finally, when considering the ST_MT feature set, which combines both statistical and manually obtained cues, the R is lower than that obtained with ST_Liwc but the P does not drop as much: this set has a F value similar to those obtained with ST_Lg and ST_Liwc. These results suggest that adding human knowledge to automatically obtained cues leads to higher performance.

The integration of polarity information in the feature set does not significantly improve the results, as can be seen when comparing Liwc_SEM to Liwc_SEM_Pol and ST_Liwc to ST_Liwc_Pol. However, given that polarity information typically helps with other sentiment classification tasks, we posit that its effect might be hidden by feature sets with more features, and plan to explore different ways of integrating polarity features in future work.

Table 4 also shows that combining different information sources together in Comb, yields performance improvements over the ST_C feature set in terms of R and F, but performance lower than ST_Liwc. Therefore it is clear that additional features do not always improve performance. The MT_C feature set also achieves very similar results (see the column of the All set).

Over all the different feature sets, the best P and Ac values were obtained with ST_C, while ST_Liwc provides the best R and F values.

5.3.2. Nastiness detection

The same experiments were carried out for the nastiness detection task with results shown in Table 5. Again, a comparison of MT_C and ST_C shows that better results are achieved with ST_C for all measures, but for nastiness the improvement is even greater.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># Feat.</th>
<th>P (%)</th>
<th>R (%)</th>
<th>F (%)</th>
<th>Ac (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nastiness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST_C</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST_Li</td>
<td>246 K</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liwc</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>4913</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>67.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liwc_SEM</td>
<td>5056</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>67.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST_Li</td>
<td>229 K</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>76.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST_Liwc</td>
<td>269 K</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST_Liwc_SEM</td>
<td>252 K</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>77.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST_Lg</td>
<td>149 K</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST_MT</td>
<td>235 K</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liwc_SEM_Pol</td>
<td>5056</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST_Liwc_Pol</td>
<td>269 K</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comb.</td>
<td>129 K</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>75.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>194 K</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that in this case a fewer number of cues were obtained after the feature selection procedure (922 vs. 1089) while the number of statistical cues is higher (246 K vs. 239 K).

For nastiness detection, the effect of semantic information from different sources is similar to that for sarcasm detection. A comparison of emotional semantic information (SEM) to more general semantic information (Liwc), shows that SEM provides slightly better results: a higher value of P was achieved for a similar R value. However, the combination of the two sources also results in better performance (see Liwc_SEM set).

Table 5 shows that combining different information sources from ST_Li, ST_Liwc, ST_Liwc_SEM and ST_Lg, does not result in better performance than ST_C. This suggests that specific patterns are good features for predicting nastiness and that the integration of additional information adds little value. ST_Liwc provides considerably better results than Set_Lg in this case, suggesting that length information does not contribute to nastiness detection but that semantic information does. Indeed, the fact that new nasty expressions were detected using this set is demonstrated by the high R value (84.7) that was achieved. Interestingly, combining the manually obtained cues from ST_MT with statistical features shows a small improvement over ST_C alone, providing the best results overall. However, again the polarity features fail to improve performance.

When all types of features are combined into the Comb and All feature sets however, the results are worse. In this case these results are also worse than ST_C.

6. Discussion

Our experimental results confirm our hypothesis that while sarcasm and nastiness share some properties, there are also key differences in the way they are expressed. While sarcastic language is often subtle and requires world knowledge to recognize, nastiness is often expressed more overtly and can be unambiguously detected.

However, in both cases we saw that the cost involved with obtaining manual patterns meant that the MT_C set is much smaller and provides worse results than ST_C. Although a bigger set of manually chosen patterns could possibly improve performance, it is difficult to predict how many posts would have to be hand-annotated to obtain a better set of manually chosen cues. Since the MT cues were extracted from an independent set, as explained in Section 3.1, some of these cues are not retrieved by the statistical method, and they significantly enrich the ST_C set. The results with the ST_MT feature set include a high F-measure that is very near to the best F-measure for sarcasm and is the best F-measure for nastiness. For sarcasm detection, there were 1815 manually obtained cues of which 252 are not in the statistical set of features. Some of them correspond to spelling issues like “thankyou”, “diagree”. . ., plurals (“absolutes” vs. “absolute”) or third person derivations (“enhance” vs. “enhances”). However, there are also some cues, not included in ST_C set, that are good sarcasm indicators, like “an idiot”, “don’t you think”, “then of course”. Alternatively, there were 3256 nasty cues of which about 1900 were not in the statistical set of features. This difference in the overlapping percentage might result from higher variability in the n-grams that express nastiness, which means they can be unambiguously identified more easily, leading to a bigger feature set. However, data sparsity is also more noticeable in this case, so the performance of the ST_MT set is lower than that for sarcasm.

On the other hand, the inclusion of additional information (linguistic, semantic and length) improves our ability to detect different forms of sarcastic forms, with the semantic and length information providing the most discriminant information sources.
As mentioned above, there are some forms of sarcasm that are not associated with specific cues: they can only be detected by considering the meaning of utterance. Thus, the \( ST_{C} \) feature set is able to successfully detect sarcastic posts such as “oh they are? that's strange... i could not find where exactly they stand on any of their numerous websites, just more restrictions... and the old hci was not moderate” where n-grams like “they are?” or “that's strange” are frequently found in sarcastic posts. However, other posts such as “because... (1) that texas has a higher rate of violent crime? (2) that texas fails to prevent such crimes? (3) that texas sees a huge fiscal deficit from such cases? strange sense of honor you got there” was wrongly labeled as not sarcastic when \( ST_{C} \) was used but correctly detected as sarcastic with \( ST_{Liwc} \). Furthermore, specific patterns can be used to identify sarcastic posts only when considered in combination with information about the length of the post. For instance, an isolated pattern, in a very long post, with a lot of different sentences, might not indicate sarcasm, while the same pattern would indicate sarcasm in a very short post. For example, the following post was correctly labeled as not sarcastic by \( ST_{Lg} \) whereas \( ST_{C} \) labeled it as sarcastic “well, there are some groups that say only some gun control, but they have a hidden agenda. the brady campaign and the violence policy center, both favor complete prohibition of guns, even though they do not advocate it openly; yes i believe in some gun control, but only that which is logical. if you make it illegal, it will just create a big black market, and we all know how that is. in california has a big black market thanks to gun control”. In this case there are some n-grams like “well,” that can signal sarcasm in some cases, but do not function as a strong indicator when the whole post is considered. Thus, the inclusion of length information in the feature set improves performance in these cases.

An informal error analysis using the best performing classifiers suggests that misclassified posts are often those where context is needed. For example, “your proof?” was wrongly labeled as not sarcastic because the feature sets currently do not capture any context. There are other misclassified examples where world knowledge is essential, like “oh it applies, but if we were to look at the bible that way, god wouldn't allow one single bad thing to happen”. Thus, in future work it will be important to develop methods for representing context and some types of world knowledge.

Our results clearly indicate that the specific properties of the data have to be taken into account when developing feature sets for different sentiment detection tasks. Our results for the same type of online conversation suggests that different sets of features should be used to detect sarcasm in tweets, where all the utterances have a limited length, vs. in online forums which vary much more in length.

For nastiness detection, additional features representing linguistic information do not lead to better results than those obtained from statistical cues based on n-grams. This confirms the hypothesis of Section 3.3 and shows that nastiness is expressed more overtly, and indicated with specific cues. Thus finding such cues is sufficient for nastiness detection, regardless of the length of the utterance. Furthermore, adding linguistic and semantic information introduces noise and reduces performance. An error analysis of the misclassified examples suggests that nasty posts that are wrongly classified as nice using the \( ST_{C} \) feature set result from cases where sarcasm or figurative language are used to express nastiness, e.g., “if the world was a figment of your imagination it would be a lot more pornographic”. This post was properly classified as nasty when the \( ST_{Liwc} \) feature set was used. Indeed, \( ST_{Liwc} \) provide the best R value, although \( ST \) was better in terms of F. The remaining misclassified posts, when \( ST_{C} \) was used, result from the lack of contextual information.

Additionally, while it seems plausible that combining all information sources should yield better performance than pairwise combinations, this is not borne out by our experiments. This could possibly be due to the heterogeneous origin of the different sets, or possibly that the feature selection procedure significantly prunes the number of features.

7. Concluding remarks and future work

In this work, we report on the performance of different feature sets and different classifiers for the automatic detection of sarcasm and nastiness in online forums dialog. The results show that the best features are different for each emotion, although the two tasks appear to be similar a priori. Sarcasm can occur in many different forms, so the results were better when multiple sources of information were combined. Specifically, semantic information provides the best results although length information also results in significant improvement. Two semantic feature sets, one representing emotion and the other general lexical categories were shown to be complementary to each other, with their combination yielding a significant improvement. In future work, alternative ways of combining relevant knowledge should be explored, e.g., balancing features from different sources when combining them might improve our results.
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